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THE NOVEMBER MESSAGE OF THE RECTOR MAJOR from the Salesian Bulletin
DON ANGEL FERNANDEZ ARTIME, SDB
“Don Bosco: The Man Who Always Asked Others for Help”
Dear friends and
readers [of the
Salesian Bulletin]
and, above all,
friends of Don
Bosco and his charism,

We are a Family that
belongs all to Mary
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IMPORTANT
DATES
 Nov. 2 - Canada
SSCC Mass of Remembrance
for Sr. Micheline & Fr. Romeo
online, 8:30PM ET
 Nov. 5 - “Snippets” Advisory
Board Mtg. online, 7PM ET;
Mass for Deceased SF Memb.
 Nov. 13 - Bl. Artemides Zatti,
SDB
 Nov. 14 - SF Day, Montreal,
online 2-4PM ET
 Nov. 15 - Bl. Magdalene Morano, FMA; SF Online Meeting
with our Rector Major, Don
Angel 1PM ET
 Nov. 19 - online SSCC Provincial Congress Prep Mtg. for all
SUE Councilors 7:30 PM ET

I greet you almost at the
end of 2020, this year which
we have lived through and
which we will remember as
a hard year, painful in
many ways. It is a year that
has changed us – without
intending to have done so –
in our lifestyle, habits, and
customs perhaps but, certainly, at least, in the
rhythm of our personal,
family, and community life.
We hope 2021 will come
filled with blessings.
While thinking about all
that a year means, I pondered something that I keep
very much in my heart. I
don't know if it is due to
how I was raised or to my
own nature but I have engraved into my very being
the need to give thanks constantly and to be grateful
for the so very many things
that I receive in my life as a
free gift, having nothing to
do with personal merit. I
don't know if others feel this
way. Maybe other people
consider that everything
they have is owed to them,
even life itself, but this is
not how I feel.

Don Bosco spent his life
asking hundreds and
hundreds of people for
help. He wasn't asking for
himself, but he was asking
for his boys. At the same
time, he strongly believed in
Divine Providence, and for
that very reason he went
tirelessly knocking from door
to door.

I wish to take advantage
of the publication of this
issue [of the Salesian
Bulletin] to thank, in the
name of Don Bosco, the
thousands upon thousands of people who are
our benefactors, helping
us Salesians in our
works around the world.
A few days ago I thought of
something very simple that
I could do: following the experience of these past six
months, I felt that I should
make a video message (IT)
that could be broadcast via
the internet to thank the
very many people who have
responded most generously,
as their means allow, to
help those most affected by
COVID-19. So I did just
that – in all simplicity and
truth. Afterwards, I received dozens of messages
thanking me for this act of
transparency in explaining
what had been done with

those monies and the total
amount received. Certainly, it cannot and should not
be otherwise.
Like Don Bosco
Don Bosco spent his life
asking hundreds and hundreds of people for help. He
wasn't asking for himself,
but he was asking for his
boys. At the same time, he
strongly believed in Divine
Providence, and for that
very reason he went tirelessly knocking from door
to door.
He asked for monetary aid
and for physical and material help from people to carry out the work entrusted
to him. He did not hesitate
to ask anyone who could do
so to dedicate some of their
time or assets in favor of
needy youth. He was
helped by lay people, women and men, and by priests,
friends of Don Bosco, who
collaborated with him in
many ways. Above all, he
had the very special help of
his beloved mother, Mamma Margherita. I think I
can truly say, and with historical value, something I
love to say: that together
they founded the Oratory:
to Don Bosco's creative and
apostolic genius was added
continued on the next page
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(Rector Major Letter, cont. from p. 1)

the maternal delicacy of his mother
who gave feminine warmth to that
house. She accompanied and encouraged her son through all the
difficulties of beginning the Oratory and of working with the boys
who knocked on the door of his
house. Alongside Margaret was
Michael Rua’s mom. (Michael was
the first to become a Salesian and
was Don Bosco’s first successor.
Others joined him on December 18,
1859, when they, too, pledged to
practice the Salesian way of life
traced out by Don Bosco.) Then,
too, there was also the mother of
Archbishop Gastaldi and the father
of Dominic Savio who helped out at
the Oratory. This group of people,
who knew and loved Don Bosco
well, gave his work a nuance all its
own, one that distinguished it from
other institutions of the time. They
gave the entire educational environment the imprint of a "family
atmosphere".
With his ability to ask for help, Don
Bosco knew right from the start
how to count on priests who offered
some of their time to the oratories the work that was taking shape
through the industry of Don Bosco,
his priests, and friends, even a spiritual teacher such as Don Cafasso,
the Theologian Borel, and Don Murialdo. Other benefactors and supporters helped to finance the works
begun by Don Bosco - in Turin, as
well as in various places in Italy, in
France, in Spain, and in the missions of Latin America.
Times have changed, but I can assure you that the situations that
are experienced today in the world,
in the Church, and in the Salesian
presences are very similar to those
of Don Bosco’s time. When I visited
our works among the poorest boys
of Latin America, Africa, India, and

some nations of Oceania, it seemed to
me that I saw situations that were no
better than those that Don Bosco had
had to deal with in Valdocco.

The Gift of the Salesian
Family for the Church and
the Young People of Today

I can assure you that this does not discourage me in the least; rather, it renews in me the conviction that at every
moment the Spirit of God raises up
millions and millions of people with
hearts that want to make this world
more and more human. Without a
doubt, you and I are in that number.

text of the message of Fr. Joan Lluís Playà, SDB
Delegate of the Rector Major
for the Salesian Family, given at the online
meeting with the Salesian Family of
the Interamerica Region on October 25, 2020

Thanks for all your hard work. Thank
you for believing it is worth it. Thank
you for not having allowed yourselves
to be engulfed by the “acid reflux” of
people who always doubt everything
and everyone. And thank you for believing that we can live with hope. This
is precisely what I shall propose to our
Salesian Family for the new year: in
this difficult time of COVID-19, now
more than ever, we are moved by
hope.
I wish you all well.
Don Angel
Don Bosco Founder
of the Salesian Family

I. Introduction
The Salesian Family: A precious reality in our midst that is at the service of
the Church's evangelizing mission…
so many people united by the same
spirit and the same passion. If Don
Bosco often repeated, “It is enough for
me that you are young for me to love
you,” we might as well say: “It is
enough that we belong to the Salesian
Family to feel at home.” Yes, it is a
great wealth for us. However, I would
say it is more - it is a precious gift
which has been given to us and
which we are asked to know how to
receive with faith - for the edification of the Church and the good of
young people. It is a gift for the
Church and for young people.

II. The reality of the gift of the
The term “Salesian Family” was offi- Salesian Family in the world
cially uttered for the very first time by The Salesian Family has seen much
Pope Pius XI on April 3, 1934, just two development in most Provinces of the
days after Don Bosco’s canonization, to world. Everywhere an authentic comthe pilgrims who had come to Rome for munion of life has arisen which has
the occasion: “You represent all those given impetus to the Salesian mission
whom you have left behind in the vari- thanks to the apostolic spirituality
ous places from which you have come - which characterizes us.
all the great Salesian Family.”
The reality of the Salesian Family in
the countries of your Region is a living example of its significance for the
world. We can say that because of it
we live, we get busy, and we are part
of it. In reality, we wouldn't know how
to do without it. If we are sincere, we
must recognize that Don Bosco
changed our lives. The “Salesian Family” is “our trademark” - a trademark
that covers a large part of our world.
continued on the next page
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At this present moment,
we have a
precious tool
to help us
appreciate its
breadth and
vitality in the
world: I am
referring to
the new edition of the
book The Salesian Family of Don Bosco
promoted by the Rector Major.

to found the Salesians, the Daughters
of Mary Help of Christians, the Association of Mary Help of Christians, and
the Salesian Cooperators. His successors were concerned about all these
groups. The Special General Chapter
which followed Vatican Council II, now
50 years ago, laid the foundations for a
new understanding. The words of the
various Rectors Major have been the
key to this process of reflection to help
us understand that it is a “charismatic
and spiritual community made up of
different groups, each with its specificiIn it, and especially in three main ty and autonomy, but all united by kinchapters, you get a real feel for what ship and apostolic affinity, of which the
common father and the center of unity
this means:
is Don Bosco’s successor.” (Charter, no.
The Charter of the Charismatic Iden4) (click on poster for a printable size)
tity of the Salesian Family describes
the qualities which characterize its
Groups (mission, spirituality, relationships, criteria with which we operate).
It is the framework of our BEING, our
COMMUNION, and our MISSION.

“Sanctity in the Salesian Family”
because, let us be clear, “we are a Family of Saints”. The 172 people of our
Family who are, or are in the process
of being, recognized as Saints or
Blessed by the Church are the tip of
the iceberg of the depth of life that has
been lived and is being lived among us.
The presentation of each of the 32
Groups of the Salesian Family, officially recognized to the present day and
which form part of it. A total of about
250,000 people live and engage in Salesian spirituality and mission and in a
spirit of communion at the service of
the Church and of society.
III. What can we highlight from
this precious reality?
I would like to highlight 3 aspects that
seem very relevant to me:
A. The current Salesian Family is
the fruit of a rich history of initiatives and of reflection on the
rhythm of ecclesial and social life.
We all know its charismatic origin. It
is the Holy Spirit who urged Don Bosco

territory” – it is “in our DNA” - as the
Rector Major constantly reminds us.
C. The Salesian Family is a strong
experience of spirit and mission
shared among religious and laity.
The best and most vital experiences of
the Salesian Family, the origin of most
of these Groups, and the personal stories of those who form them have yielded a rich experience of life and mission
that has been shared between religious
and lay people. (SDB and FMA with
SSCC and ADMA; with young people
from SYM; with catechists, married
couples, and educators who identify
with the Salesian spirit…) Indeed, we
follow what Don Bosco said: “I have
always needed everyone.” And we know
very well that he always knew "how to
count on everyone" because his project
was from God and God wants everyone
to be saved.
IV. Receiving this gift in a quality
way

Will you allow me to place a challenge before you? The precious reality
that is the Salesian Family: Is it sufficient for us just to know “how to manage it” - more or less - or simply hand
it on as it is right now? Will the giver
of the gift, the Holy Spirit, allow us to
keep but an attitude of guardianship
and maintenance of what we have
achieved thus far, or merely export the
charism that we love so much, or just
stand around and wait for people to
seek us out, to know who we are? Do
B. The Salesian Family is a con- we find that we are “comfortable”,
stant response to the situations stuck in our routine, and perhaps
and needs of the poorest in our complaining a bit and bemoaning our
difficulties or that the young people
world.
are not following us, etc.?
In reviewing our history, it is fascinating to see that the call to respond to Should we not take this as an opsituations of greatest need has been portunity to call on the Holy Spirit
the common denominator at the origin to warm our hearts and convert us
of all Groups of the Salesian Family. ever more into a Church "that goes
No wonder we present ourselves as a out" - an open Family engaged in a
young, missionary Family that cares mission which fits the new culturfor common people (Charter, no. 16), al, social, and ecclesial contexts
with a preferential option for the poor- that arise before our eyes?
est and most abandoned. This is “our

continued on the next page
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Pope Francis keeps telling the Church
to "go out". Most of the Founders
throughout history were driven by
their apostolic passion. Don Bosco was!
And we are Don Bosco today!
The Rector Major also follows the same
line. At the end of GC XXVIII, he did
not neglect to speak of the Salesian
Family. He said: “The Salesian Family, with the reality of the mission
shared with the laity, will be the
point of arrival and the guarantee
of the Salesian mission… It is an
essential charismatic element, today much stronger than in Don
Bosco's time… This is why I invite
you to continue to believe in the
Salesian Family.”
Careful reflection on this message reveals the Salesian Family as a
“transversal axis” of Salesian life and
mission today because it is an
“essential charismatic element” of
Don Bosco's life and mission project;
and, therefore, its vitality shall be the
proof of "its guarantee". What an expressive phrase! "The Salesian Family
with the reality of the mission shared
with the laity will be the point of arrival and the guarantee of the Salesian
mission."
This tells us: the Salesian mission is
not limited to SDB houses and works.
In these past 160 years it has grown
and continues to develop admirably
well beyond these limits. The development that Don Bosco's charism has
achieved in the world cannot remain
more or less closed within the walls of
Salesian communities or in the Groups
of the Salesian Family. To grow in Salesian identity, to work and be formed
together, to evangelize and be present
among the poorest, to engage in a new
Christian humanism within the new
religious and cultural contexts in a collaborative way, to face the challenges
of an integral ecology - with a vision of
the Church and an intense spiritual
life and communion (all are underlined
in the Charter) - is the precise guarantee of the Salesian mission. This is the
plane on which we must find ourselves
both in our thinking and our doing;

S. F. Snippets

this is where the essence of Don Bosco’s
charism is today.
There are many areas to be dealt with
and the situations are complex. It's not
about trying to “do everything” but it is
good to try to respond to as many needs
as possible by knowing how to identify
the ways we can respond to the young
in their search for something in which
to hope. For example, a few weeks ago
the Secretariat identified the following
four points as important for us: a) Being a family (deepening our identity); b)
Formation and shared mission (there
are so many causes for formation and a
common commitment); c) Life of communion (animation and accompaniment); d) the sanctity of the Salesian
Family (reviving the call to holiness).

trusting in God like Don Bosco?
Don Bosco’s faith became ever more
open, deeper, and stronger with each
step he took, not only because he was
given the opportunity to experience its
fruits, but above all because he understood what the Lord and Mary could
achieve through the faith of their sons
and daughters and through the faith of
the laity who would follow him. "Pray
to Mary Help of Christians and you
will see what miracles are," Don Bosco
would often repeat.

This is the faith of which Don Pascual
Chavez already spoke to us when he
promulgated the Charter: “If we believe in the Salesian Family,” he said,
“we will find enthusiasm, interior resources, and the forms of action to
V. Believe and keep believing
make it grow in its identity. Then our
Welcoming the gift that God places in Family will enjoy such vitality that it
our hands and in our hearts is an act of will attract new vocations… thus makfaith. The Rector Major said: "I invite ing itself a gift to the whole Church”.
you to continue to believe." What a In the presentation to the Salesian
beautiful invitation! We are a charis- Family book, Don Angel makes a true
matic and spiritual Family, born of God profession of faith: “We offer ourselves
to be signs of His Kingdom - a family of to Him as a Family always to seek the
faith. What is this faith? The letter to good of all the youth, especially the
the Hebrews says: "Faith is the realiza- poorest, neediest and those abandoned
tion of what is hoped for and evidence by the world, becoming an encouraging
of things not seen." (Heb. 11:1)
presence and a mediation for their
Don Bosco's faith was of this kind: like families (when they have them) and to
that of Abraham who believed against be more and more sensitive to the
all hope; like that of Moses, of the needs and aspirations of the simple
prophets, and of Mary… a radical faith. people who seek God.”
What guarantee could he give to the
authorities, to his fellow priests, or to
the baker to whom he owed money for
the bread with which he fed his boys?
Only the guarantee of his hope that the
honest and Christian future of the
young people for whom he gave his life
would become a reality.

My wish for myself and for you is that
the Lord of John Bosco’s Dream at age
nine and the Mother and Teacher who
led him shall continue to be the pillars
that support our faith in the charism
and the potential of our beloved Salesian Family "for the good of the Church
and of our poor young people."

In his Gospel, Luke shares a surprising
question that came from Jesus' lips
when He was commenting on the parable of the judge and the widow:
"When the Son of Man comes, will He
find faith on earth?" (Lk. 18:8) Let's try
to respond to Jesus. Does the Spirit of
God who visits us every day find Don
Bosco’s faith in us? God remains faithful. Do we remain open, sensitive, devoted, determined, passionate, and

Click on image for the text in FR & SP
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THE SISTERS OF MARIA AUXILIATRIX (SMA)
Diocesan Right Institute of Women Religious
founded by Fr. Antony Muthamthotil (M.C. Antony), SDB

The Motivation for the Institute
The Sisters of Maria Auxiatrix were founded in India at a time when a
Tamil Nadu government created a housing project in Vyasarpadi for the
refugees from Burma. Tragically, the people in that housing development lacked the means to obtain their daily livelihood. From his parish
in the Beatitudes Center in Vyasarpadi, Fr. Francis Schlooz, S.D.B., saw the agony and trauma of the people in that
center. He consoled them and offered them economic and welfare assistance. In the course of carrying on that pastoral care, Fr. Francis inspired Fr M.C. Anthony to accept the calling to care for disadvantaged repatriates. With a
little hesitation, Fr. M. C. Antony accepted this calling and moved into action with the help of the Legion of Mary.
Becoming aware of the pathetic conditions and the traumatic experience lived by those people, especially the young and young girls, in particular - he decided to found a Religious Congregation that would take care of them: the Congregation of the “Sisters of Maria Auxiliatrix”.
The Birth and a Brief History of the Institute
The group of the Sisters of Maria Auxiliatrix took form on May 13, 1976, in Vyasarpadi, Chennai (India), when Fr.
Antony Muthamthotil, S.D.B., began a mission together with four Sisters to take care of the young who were neglected by society both materially and spiritually. The charism of this new group was “to help poor and abandoned
young people.” The Congregation, initially a “Pious Union”, was raised to the status of a Diocesan Right Institute by
the Archbishop of Madras-Mylapore, Bishop Aruldas James, on May 24, 1999. The Constitutions prepared by the
Founder were studied in the light of the teachings of the Church and were revised taking into account the needs of
the time. They were then approved by the then Archbishop of Madras-Mylapore, A.M. Chinnappa, S.D.B., on December 15, 2005. The Congregation was recognized as an Official Group of the Salesian Family on July 16, 2009, by Rev.
Fr. Pascual Chavez, the ninth successor of Don Bosco.
Mission and Activities Today
In 2019, the Congregation had 108 perpetually professed Sisters, 16 temporary-professed Sisters and 11 novices.
The Congregation has 32 Centers in different parts of India and in Italy. It has expanded its roots into 11 dioceses:
Chennai, Chingleput, Trichy, Vellore, Sivagangai, Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu; Ernakulam in Kerala; Eluru in Andhra; Raiganj in West Bengal, and Vicenza and Trento in Italy. Inspired by Don Bosco’s motto “Da mihi animas,
cetera tolle”, the Congregation promotes and networks in the following activities to help young people to live a holistic life in the context of new forms of poverty: Institute of Formal and Informal Tailoring; Institute of Typing; Evangelization; Night School for children in more primitive areas; Orphanage; Visits to families; Day Care Center; Home
for the elderly; Primary school; Health
Centers; Social work; Computer Centers;
Non-Governmental Organizations; Eradication of child labor; Nursery school;
Work for tribal peoples, and Technical
training (Community College). For the
future, the Sisters of Maria Auxiliatrix
plan to strengthen the formation of their
Sisters, reach out more effectively to the
young most at risk, build an adoration
chapel, and initiate a lay movement:
“Friends of the Sisters of Mary Auxilium” (FSMA) to form and involve the laity
in the charism of the Congregation.
http://www.smasistersmadhavaram.org
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SISTERS OF THE QUEENSHIP OF MARY (SQM)
Diocesan Right Institute of Women Religious
founded by Fr. Carlo Della Torre, SDB

The Motivation for the Institute
The Sisters of the Queenship of Mary trace their beginnings to the pastoral
care that Fr. Carlo Della Torre, SDB, (1900-1982) offered to the young girls
who worked in the kitchen of the Salesian seminary in Thailand where he
was studying. He found these girls, as well as those in the surrounding area,
to be seriously neglected and in need of spiritual guidance. There was no one to look after them. Carlo felt called to
establish a religious order of women to care for young girls. Fr. Carlo was ordained a Salesian priest on January
26, 1936. This religious institute was called the “Daughters of Queenship of Mary (DQM)”. (See “Salesian Family
Snippets” from September 2020 for details on the founding of that institute.)
The Birth and History of the Institute
The Sisters of the Queenship of Mary branched off from the Daughters of the Queenship of Mary on April 5, 2008,
after an extended period of study and discernment. From the time of its founding in 1954, the Daughters of the
Queenship of Mary were a secular institute with Constitutions that had elements more proper to consecrated life.
After Vatican II, the members were able to identify more clearly the secular and religious aspects of their way of
life. The result was that the members were given the choice of following God’s call within a Secular Institute
(Daughters) or a Religious Institute (Sisters). In 2008, the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life approved the Constitutions and Regulations which were restructured to portray accurately
the lifestyle of a Religious Institute. The new religious institute was named: “Sisters of the Queenship of
Mary” (SQM), a Diocesan Right Institute of Women Religious under the jurisdiction of the Archdiocese of Bangkok.
The members make the Vows of Chastity, Poverty, and Obedience in response to God’s Call and live in Community.
Mission and Activities Today
The Charism of the Sisters of the Queenship of Mary is living Sisterhood to serve God and the Church by imitating
the Spirit of the Holy Family of Nazareth, following the outstanding example of Fr. Carlo Della Torre, Founder.
This is clearly manifested in their fervent love for the Holy Eucharist, their prayers, work, special love and devotion to the Blessed Mother Mary, cheerfulness, fraternal relationships, an atmosphere of love and humble and mutual respect, imitating the example of the Holy Family of Nazareth. Since the Sisters of the Queenship of Mary
Congregation has had special relationship with the Salesians both through the Founder and the Salesian Spirituality inherited from him, they were formally accepted as an Official Group of the Salesian Family in 2012 after their
separation from the Secular Institute. Their mission is: Commitment to “renewal and implanting the Kingdom of
God through prayers and charitable activities among Christians as well as non-Christians,
with special focus on the poor
and the less fortunate young
people among them, in close collaboration
with
the
Local
Church”. The Sisters of the
Queenship of Mary have 24 perpetually professed Sisters, one in
temporary profession, and one
second-year Novice. They run
five schools of their own: two in
Bangkok, one each in Surathani,
Ayutthaya, and the Ubonratchthani diocese. They also
work in two schools in the Bangkok diocese.
http://www.sqmsister.org
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“Good Christians and Upright Citizens”
TO HOPE
and to build "the new man"

With Don Bosco's Heart
The saint of joy, of games, of singing, of theater, and of festivals most definitely does not view the life of young
people as a perennial game. Indeed! Here is how the “Regulations for Salesian Houses” codifies a dynamic and
concrete pedagogical spirituality: “1. Man, my dear young people, was born to work. Adam was placed in the earthly
Paradise to cultivate it. The apostle Paul says: ‘Those who do not want to work should not eat.’ 2. By ‘work’ we mean
the fulfillment of the duties of one's state, whether of study, art, or trade. 3. Through work, you can make yourselves
worthy of Society and of religion and do good to your soul, especially if you offer your daily occupations to God ... 4.
Remember that you are in the springtime of life due to your age. Those who do not get used to work during their
youth will mostly always “be an armchair” [a couch potato!] until old age, to the dishonor of their homeland and
family, and perhaps do irreparable damage to their souls. 5. Whoever is obliged to work and does not do so steals
from God and his superiors. Idle people at the end of their life will feel the greatest remorse for their lost
life.” (Opere Edite. Volume XXIX, pp. 68-69. Translated)
Reflection
a) Hope "in spite of it all"
Along with educators there are many believers, men and women, committed to the promotion of life and the
strengthening of hope. Our faith experience springs from the witness of the Cross and from a hope that goes beyond
all human wisdom. This makes the educator assume attitudes, speak words, and act in ways that those who travel
only on the wave of current thinking are unable to understand and to share in. There is an abyss of injustice that
separates some beings from others; the infernal abyss of unjust poverty, above all. Injustice and inequality as well as
pain and suffering directly or indirectly imposed by some human beings on others, unfortunately, have many faces.
Faced with this terrible unhinging of the reality of human life, we cannot be neutral. Because of our Christian
vision, we recognize that saying “yes” to the most intimate and radical humanity of man - to his fundamental rights
- is already saying “yes” to God.
b) To educate, and to educate ourselves, for the development of each person and of
the whole of society: for human development.
Human rights education is education to action, to taking a stand, to taking charge, to
analysis using critical thinking, to pondering, to obtaining information, and to
putting in perspective and in a rightful hierarchy the information received from both
newspapers and the media. It is an education that must become permanent and daily.
The Preventive System and the spirit of Don Bosco call us today to a strong
commitment, on the part of both the individual and society, which is aimed at
changing the structures of poverty and underdevelopment, becoming promoters of human development and
educating to a culture of human rights and to the dignity of human life.
c) The Preventive System: a pastoral and a spiritual experience
In our pastoral action we are aware of the unity between spiritual experience (the experience of the Holy Spirit) and
educational experience. A correct practice capable of combining the two elements considerably reduces any attempt
to “escape” into spiritualism or some kind of “generic formation”.
This is the core point and the authentic expression of the prophecy that is asked of the Salesian Family.
A Salesian lives the "virtuous circle of hope": “Tribulation produces patience; patience, proven virtue; and proven
virtue, hope. Hope does not disappoint, because God's love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit
Who has been given to us.” (Rom 5:3-5)
d) A renewed choice to act on our culture and within our structures to open up to a culture of life and to remove
the causes (prevention as a cultural-political-social action).
Prevention must take place as early as possible and must necessarily be extended to the level of "primary
prevention"; i.e., to those situations which are most trying for the young. This involves an intervention that is:
continued on the next page
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- of a socio-political type: regarding policies concerning the young, the family, leisure time, and the culture, as well
as those regarding health, education, and social security;
- and of an educational type: regarding not only the individual level, but also on the societal level as a whole; i.e.,
within a region having precise socio-cultural characteristics.
Going Deeper

 What hopes fill the hearts of young people today?
 What does “welcoming the cause of God's Kingdom” really mean, in a practical way? What characteristics of this
cause are present in my life and in my community today?

 A contemporary author has commented that our society "is running away from the thought of death due to fear
of it." By taking on the cause of the Risen Jesus we are called to build quality of life for others and for ourselves.
In which areas of our spirituality must we grow so as to build the Kingdom of God in our daily life?

 Does it seem dangerous to you to talk about socio-political commitment and spirituality at the same time? Why?
Invocation
God of infinite providence,
You sent Your Son to earth
to share our struggles and our hopes,
may You be blessed for all Your loving gifts
that sustain us in our daily lives.
Help everyone enjoy a piece of savory bread,
a job which earns him a just wage,
and a welcoming and serene home.
May Your Holy Spirit illuminate the path of human progress
along a continuous search for justice and truth,
while we await the new heavens and the new earth.
Through Christ our Lord. Amen.
(Benedizionale. Per il mondo del lavoro, Preghiera di benedizione - translated)
Bibliography
Prellezo J.M., Valdocco nell’Ottocento tra reale e ideale. Documenti e testimonianze 1866-1889), Roma, LAS 1992.
Alberto Marvelli, Salesian Oratorian Past Pupil:
One not Afraid to Live His Faith & Socio-Political Commitment
He would speak about Rerum Novarum by Leo XIII to young men and proved to be fully acquainted
with the Christian social doctrines he taught. Alberto’s passion was likewise very intense when he
was engaged as a member of the A.C.L.I. (Catholic Association of Italian Workers). He used some of
its premises to have free meals given to workers and the poor of the town. He used to go around
collecting packages of clothes and wanted to deliver them himself to those who were in extreme
need. Through the A.C.L.I., he had a proper office opened to research missing citizens and to hasten
the return home of war prisoners. Meanwhile, as the social doctrines by Karl Marx were being
spread among the workers, engineer Marvelli never failed to stand outside the gates of the factories
to acquaint the workers with the Christian Social Doctrines and to show how false and harmful
Military Service, Trieste, Oct. 15, 1941 Marx’s ideas, comparing them with Christian ones. He spoke of Christ to them as well... Alberto
Alberto Marvelli at right
was a true born Christian also in his political engagement that would be for him a work of “charity”
– Pius XI had already said: “The political field is the field of a wider charity, political charity”… Marvelli was a man poor in
spirit, because he was utterly aware of “having” nothing of his own; he knew how life and all the things of the world are freely
created by God’s Will and no human creature can pretend to “use” things as if he were their owner. As a true Christian, Alberto
had a very keen sense of catholicity and realized the truth according to which “unanimity, a fruit of charity, is the union of will,
and not at all of opinions.” By his way of life, Alberto put into effect the very meaning of charity as it is pointed out by St. Paul
in his hymn to charity. When Alberto died, his political opponents wrote: “The communists of Bellariva bow in reverence and
hail the son, the brother, who has done so much good in this land.” adapted from the Diocese of Rimini website
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT - click on the images and links below

Beatification of Carlo Acutis, Teenager

Mother Yvonne’s 12th Anniversary of
Election as our Mother General
You can write your greetings to her here

Film footage of Don Rua’s Funeral

FMA Postulants’ Medal Ceremony

Jason Evert: “What Pope Francis Really Said”

Interamerica conversation with Don Playà

Casa Don Bosco presentation video
(English)
New website of Casa
Don Bosco (so far only
in Italian language)
ANS Photo on Flicker
(October 2-4, 2020) Part 1
ANS Photo on Flicker
(October 2-4, 2020) Part 2

Inauguration of Casa Don Bosco Museum at Valdocco, on October 2, 2020 (video linked to picture is in Italian)
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SOLEMNITY OF ALL SAINTS - ANGELUS

S. F. Snippets

BENEDICT XVI
St Peter's Square
Saturday, 1 November 2008
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Today we are celebrating with great joy the feast of All Saints. Visiting a botanical nursery garden, one is amazed
by the variety of plants and flowers, and often one is drawn to think of the imagination of the Creator who has given the earth a wonderful garden. A similar feeling of wonder strikes us when we consider the spectacle of sainthood: the world appears to us as a "garden", where the Spirit of God has given life with admirable imagination to a
multitude of men and women Saints, of every age and social condition, of every language, people and culture. Every
one is different from the other, each unique in his/her own personality and spiritual charism. All of them, however,
were impressed with the "seal" of Jesus (see Rev. 7:3) or the imprint of his love witnessed through the Cross. They
are all in joy, in a festival without end, but, like Jesus, they achieved this goal passing through difficulties and trials (see Rev. 7:14), each of them shouldering their own share of sacrifice in order to participate in the glory of the
Resurrection.
The Solemnity of All Saints came to be affirmed in the course of the first Christian millennium as a collective celebration of martyrs. Already in 609, in Rome, Pope Boniface IV had consecrated the Pantheon, dedicating it to the
Virgin Mary and to all the martyrs. Moreover, we can understand this martyrdom in a broad sense, in other words,
as love for Christ without reserve, love that expresses itself in the total gift of self to God and to the brethren. This
spiritual destination, toward which all the baptized strive, is reached by following the way of the Gospel
"beatitudes", as the liturgy of today's Solemnity indicates. (see Mt. 5:1-12a) It is the same path Jesus indicated that
men and women Saints have striven to follow, while at the same time being aware of their human limitations. In
their earthly lives, in fact, they were poor in spirit, suffering for sins, meek, hungering and thirsting for justice,
merciful, pure of heart, peacemakers, persecuted for the sake of justice. And God let them partake in His very own
happiness: they tasted it already in this world and in the next, they enjoy it in its fullness. They are now consoled,
inheritors of the earth, satisfied, forgiven, seeing God whose children they are. In a word: "the reign of God is
theirs." (see Mt. 5:3 and 10)
On this day we feel revived within us our attraction to Heaven, which impels us to quicken the steps of our earthly
pilgrimage. We feel enkindled in our hearts the desire to unite ourselves forever to the family of Saints, in which
already now we have the grace to partake. As a famous spiritual song says: "Oh when the Saints, come marching
in, oh how I want to be in that number!" May this beautiful aspiration burn within all Christians, and help them to
overcome every difficulty, every fear, every tribulation! Let us place, dear friends, our hand in Mary's maternal
hand, may the Queen of All Saints lead us towards our heavenly homeland, in the company of the blessed spirits
"from every nation, people and language." (see Rev. 7:9) And already now we unite in prayer in remembering our
dear deceased, whom we will commemorate tomorrow [November 2].
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NOT TO BE MISSED… click on the images and links

See below a message from Fr. Steve about DMACT

Election Guide to know where the Parties stand on moral issues

Dear Salesian Family members:
DMACT MINISTRIES was formed by Fr Steve Ryan and Bill Kimbark
as a way to promote catechesis and faith formation during COVID 19.
The ministry has done a lot of good through the social media of Facebook
and YouTube. THE WEBSITE IS DMACT.net.
The catechetical sessions include Tabernacle Tuesday’s with Eugene and
Eugene speaks well to kids and adults. Salesian Families can learn a lot
from Eugene. Who is Eugene? If you don’t know yet - find out by going to
the website. The site contains FAMILY-FRIENDLY FORMATION. It is
rich in practical Salesian spirituality. View the programs offered there
and pass them along.
You will learn a lot from the Catechesis Sessions - Wake-Up Call for
Catholics. Go to DMACT.net and check it out. Bill Kimbark’s music is
available on the site.
In Jesus and Mary,
Fr. Steve

October - The Month of Our Lady
of the Rosary has ended but our
need to pray the rosary has not!

Join us every evening at 8:30
for a Salesian Family Rosary
to pray for:
 families
 our departed loved ones
 our country
 the conversion of all to Christ
 an end to hatred, division, & violence
 an end to the pandemic
 all your special intentions
Starting tonight! All Saints’ Day!

Contact Fr. Tom Dunne
or Sr. Denise Sickinger
for details

Write to us at:
contact@donboscosalesianportal.org
if you wish an invitation to this encounter with
our Rector Major, Don Angel Fernandez Artime,
SDB
Thanks to Salesian Cooperators Pierre Larocque
and Gabe Talavera for their hard work to provide us with simultaneous translations into the
French and English languages

Our Family Album
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S. F. Snippets

Fr. John Masiello, SDB
1929-2020
Requiescat in pace
click on Father’s picture for his obituary

Mr. Jude Elie, EXA-DB
President
Past Pupils of Haiti world-wide
with Fr. Tom Dunne, SDB
SUE Delegate to the Salesian Family
1

4

The Salesian Cooperators’ Project of Apostolic Life

7

11

8

12

9

13

10

14

A Way to Sanctity
(Article 41)

2

5

3

6

How many of these holy Salesian Cooperators are you
able to identify? If you look carefully, you can see both
clergy and laity. There is a diocesan parish priest, a
bishop, and even a pope! There are martyrs, missionaries, oratory animators, housewives, sociologists,
labor union activists, dedicated catechists, sick people
who were paralyzed for years, mystics in ordinary life,
great benefactors of incipient Salesian works, and
staff in Salesian houses. They were born in Italy,
Spain, Portugal, and Syria - but there are many more
who have lived a holy life on our continent also but
who are not yet well-known around the world.

Congratulations to the new Council of the St. Francis de Sales
Salesian Cooperator Center, Miami, FL!

1. Matilde Salem, Syria
2. Cardinal Giuseppe Guarino, Italy
3. Dorotea Chopitea, Spain
4. Attilio Giordani, Italy
5. Teresa Cejudo, Martyr, Spain
6. Bartolome Marquez, Martyr, Spain
7. Vera Grita, Italy
8. Giuseppe Toniolo, Italy
9. Alexandrina da Costa, Portugal
10. Fr. Felice Canelli, Italy
11. Pope Pius IX, Italy
12. Mamma Margherita Occhiena, Italy
13. Alexander Saurì, Martyr, Spain

Anthony Vuono, Coordinator - Maggie Santana, Secretary - Loretta Soulnier, Treasurer - Diego Garcia, Formator

Still to come in December:
2 Final Salesian Family
Groups
Final installment of “To
Educate Like Don Bosco”

14. Edvige Carboni, Italy

